Subject: Deposition Designations

Dear David –

At the end of the hearing last Wednesday, counsel for ORS and SCE&G discussed with the Commission providing designations and cross-designations for the depositions of five out-of-state witnesses (Ron Jones, Ty Troutman, and three Westinghouse witnesses). Mr. Richardson proposed providing affirmative designations by tomorrow, November 28th. But in an effort to streamline what is presented to the Commission, we have reached an agreement with the ORS to align on the designations before providing the final transcripts and video excerpts to the Commission. Specifically, we have agreed to exchange with each other affirmative designations for these depositions on November 28th and then counter-designations by November 30th. After that, we propose to
provide highlighted transcripts to the Commission that reflect all the designations, followed by excerpts of the deposition videos that likewise will reflect the affirmative and counter-designations for ORS and SCE&G. We anticipate being able to provide the video excerpts next week.

Per this agreement, we request a brief extension so that we can align with the ORS on the designations before submitting the transcripts and videos to the Commission.

Thank you for your consideration of our request. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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